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S the leg mightier than the atom: 
Before you say no, keep in mind Energy Research and Development _ exhaustible energy. 

that we know very little about many Administration. If we succeed, there will never 
forms of energy available to us. From something as basic as bi- be another energy crisis. 

Including good old muscle cycling to the complexity of con- But for the present, the answer 
power. trolling nuclear fusion. to our energy dilemma is not likely 

For too long a time we've relied For instance, we are learning to come from one source, but many. 
on oil and gas to serve our needs, how to turn coal into oil and gas in All the way from the leg to the atom. 
and failed to take full advantage of a way that is practical economically. 
other sources of power. We're deeply involved in nuclear Tye 

Including the atom. research, particularly in finding CARBIDE 
But recent events make it clear ways to make this important source 

we must learn about all the options, of energy safer and more efficient. e 
and how best to apply them. Our work in fusion power, at Today, something we do At Union Carbide we're study- Oak Ridge, Tennessee, offers the will touch ur life 
ing a wide range of energy tech- most exciting possibility for the yo ° 
nologies and resources for the future: the ultimate source of in- An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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A Knitting Prim g Primer 

by Peter Scheer 
OR DODO DDO GONDOLA DODD DODD DODO DP POPE DDD LP DOD DOD DOD” 

Mention the word knitting and tured. In the circular machine pic- A circular machine has multiple 

you might think of your grand- tured in Fig. 2, the needlesmoveup yarn feeders moving around the 

mother working on a pair of socks. and down ina vertical plane. In all circumference of the machine. The 

Mention knitting needles and you cases however, the needle moves yarn is fed and knit in a helical 

might think of two long things that forward or back relative to the fashion with the fabric coming out 

grandma used to make those socks. yarn being fed. in a continuous flattened tubular 

But mention a knitting machine The result of this knitting cycle shape. A circular knitting machine 

and you probably wouldn't know acting upon many needles moving and its components is pictured in 

what to think. in parallel is shown in Fig. 3. The Fig. 2. 

Because the primary manufac- _ basic or plain stitch results from all Yarn on large spools is fed up to 

ture of knit goods has not been in needles following the normal weft one of the large rings on top of the 

the home since the early part of cycle. All loops are formed the machine and back down to the yarn 

this century, we grow up today same way and have equal size and feeder and into the needles. The 

with very little knowledge of how _ tension. yarn passes through several stop- 

the knitted garments we wear are _‘ The control and feeding of knit- motion devices on its path through 
manufactured. ting needles is accomplished witha the machine. Stop-motion devices 

To get a better idea of how a_ knitting machine. A knitting are electro-mechanical 

knitted product is made, the knit- machine is basically composed of a mechanisms which can detect yarn 

ting process of a sweater will be ex- needle bed and yarn carrier. The breaks or lumps and stop the 
plained along with a description of needle bed can be either flat or cir- machine before serious damage oc- 

its associated machine and_ cular in shape. Yarn carriers of a curs. 

needles. Bear in mind that the flat-bed machine move back and 

sweater is only one of thousandsof forth over the bed in a _ The machine in Fig. 1 is a 10 cut 

products that make up the knitting reciprocating manner producing a (10 needles per inch of cir- 

industry. continuous, single piece of fabric. cumference) with a 30-inch bed 

Beginning with the knitting cycle, 
we examine how yarn is formed 
into fabric. There are two basic CLEARING LATSH iCEOSING: 

types of knitted fabric: weft and $—e— 

warp knits. The type we see most in > 

our sweaters, socks and hosiery is new loop old loop 

the weft knit. Warp is seen mostly 
in bulk material goods such as cur- 
tains. Only the weft knitting cycle 
is explained here since we will be UAISHON HOOK CAST-GEF 

following the manufacture of a A eS 

sweater. 

Fig. 1 follows the weft knitting latch closed 

cycle. After yarn has been fed into 
the hook, the needle moves to the 
right. The tension in the old loop 

riding over the latch closes it and LATCH OPENING YARN FEEDING 

allows the new loop to be pulled 
through the old one (cast off). The 
needle now moves to the left and 2 
the loop tension opens the latch ex- . secs 

posing the hook for the next loop. Fig. 1 The weft knitting cycle shown should be read 

The needles do riot necessarily from left to right. The arrows indicate the movement of the 

: ; : needle relative to the loops. 
move in a horizontal plane as pic- 

ae
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Fig. 2 A typical machine used in the manufacture of sweaters. 
Dimensions of this machine are: Height, 140”; Weight, 5585 lb.; 
Maximum diameter at yarn cones, 92”. The yarn is carried from the 
spool to the stop-motion boxes, back down and knit producing the body 
fabric as shown. Notice the Jacquard pattern tapes hanging from their 
drums. 
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diameter holding 942 needles. Knit- widely used knitting needle is the some hosiery needles to be less 
ting machines come as fine as 32 latch needle. Fig. 5 shows one type than 1/64th of an inch. 
cut with as many as 3316 needlesin of latch needle. According to the Major causes of needle failure 
a 33 inch diameter needle bed. Torrington Company, manufac- are hook breakage and latch fati- 

This type of machine commonly _ turers of every type of knitting and gue. As machine speeds increase, 
has two needle beds, the upper and sewing needle, there are several needle loads and failures increase 
lower cylinders. See fig. 4. The ad- thousand different types of latch as well. Research done by the 
vantage of a double cylinder needles in use in modern knitting Torrington Company has traced 
machine is in the increased ver- machines. one of the causes of hook breakage 
satility in pattern selection. In this Made of either wire or flat stock, to the repeated inertia loading ex- 
machine, a needle can knit in all latch needles have a common _perienced by the needle as it knits. 
either the top or bottom cylinder head design of hook and latch. The To get an idea of needle speeds in- 
according to the stitch desired. latch pivots aboutapinandsitsina volved, the needles of a hosiery 
Such a machine employs a_ narrow slot milled through the machine running at 700 rpm ad- 
double—headed needle which can center of the needle head. The vance and return at approximately 
knit at either end. challenge of manufacturing these 48 times per second. 

The needle itself is very in- needles can be appreciated when These frequencies along with 
teresting to examine. The most one considers the thickness of linear cam actuation impart a 
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Fig. 5 Dimensions of a latch needle. This is not the type used in 
the machine in Fig. 2. 
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tremendous acceleration to the cylinders. The rib stitchin Fig 3is The drum is a cylinder with 
needles. These accelerations are called a 1x1 because one needle longitudinally milled slots. The 
enough to affect even the small knits from above while the adja- drum rotates (clockwise in Fig. 4) 
mass (approx. 10 lbs.) of the hook. cent needle knits from the lower intermittently, and after each in- 
The latch also opens and closes at cylinder. A 2x2 rib results when a__crement one of the slots is at the 
this frequency. At these speeds the pair of needles knit from above top center of the drum. A 
latch severely impacts the needle with the next pair knitting from spring—loaded pin in the automat 

at each end of its travel leading to below and so on. This type of stitch lever drops into the slot at top 

deformation and eventual failure can be found in the cuff of center and the next motion of the 
of the needle. With the trend sweaters, in socks and in many drum pushes the lever forward. By 

toward higher machine speeds, the other places where a tight means of a pivot the lever exerts a 

design of a knitting needle, while stretchable knit is desired. It is as | downward force on the rocker arm 
appearing quite simple, becomes commonly used as the plain stitch. _(jack lift lever). The rocker in turn 
increasingly a complex problem in Different patterns can also be pivots and pushes the two jacks up 
dynamics. knit into a fabric. This is ac- allowing the needle to move up and 

If all needles follow the normal complished by using varying com- accept yarn in the normal fashion 

weft cycle, a smooth or non- binations of the tuck, float and of the weft knitting cycle. The ne- 

textured fabric results. By varying plain stitch while knitting. Since edle and jacks are pushed down 
the loop tension during knitting, each needle must advance or hold _ again by cams revolving around the 

various stitches will result (See back according to the stitch outside of the needle bed. This 
Fig. 3). desired, some means of controlling _ brings all the parts back to a nor- 

One variation is called the tuck needle action is necessary. The mal position ready to move again 
stitch. This effect is achieved by solution to this problemisa pattern _ by lever actuation. 
allowing needles 2 and 3 to knit tape developed by a Frenchman This entire sequence is depen- 

normally while needles 1and4ad- named Jacquard in the 1800's. It dent upon whether the lever ad- 

vance and accept yarn for two con-__ was the first use of automatic con- vances or not. Since each move- 

secutive cycles without pulling trol in an industrial manufacturing ment of the slotted drum would 

back far enough to cast off the old operation. The same basic princi- _ move all levers and needles at the 
loop. This causes a localized ple is used in knitting today. The same time, the pattern tape is 

bunching effect in the fabric and following is an illustration of this needed to selectively allow the 

results in a textured appearance. _ process. lever pins to drop into the slot and 

The float stitch is also used in Fig. 6 shows a cable pattern knit be moved. The pattern tape is the 

varying the tension between loops. on a circular machine. The first to means used to control needle 

Here needle 2 does not advance at_ be knit is the cuff, a 2x2 rib stitch, movement and hence the 

all for one cycle and the yarn is After several revolutions the stitch. The pattern tape for the 

carried to needle 3 to be looped in machine begins its pattern se- sample is shown in Fig. 7. The tape 

the normal fashion. The float stitch quence. as shown is lying flat and must be 

has less tension in it than adjacent The way the patternis generated glued together at the ends to make 
normal or tucked stitches and this in this machine is by varying the a continuous loop in order to be 

again results in a different texture stitch of each needle. The impulse hung on the Jacquard drum. The 

in the knitted fabric. given, or not given, toa needle is tape is made of either 
The rib stitch is achieved by hav- determined by a pattern tape hung plastic—coated linen or a plastic 

ing the needles knit in both on a Jacquard drum (see Fig. 4). Continued on p. 12 
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WE VE BEEN WORKING ON 

And we're still working on it. | | 
You see, the invention of the telephone didn’t stop with Alexander Ge) a 

Graham Bell. It just started. Vas oe 
Because the telephone is just the beginning of a telephone call. xf), [Jif 

It’s part of an intricate network of a trillion parts and nearly = LS Atiatiiion yy 
a billion miles of circuits. <ofpfBS Dect Paiaviee, 

To build this network, we at Bell Labs and Western LS) ees o 
Electric have long worked as a team with AT&T and your Ise. ee eS 
Bell telephone company. aS J Ryer/ ~ Ae 

As a result, America has the best telecommunications Ll NG 
system in the world. » 26 a . 

And the world has the benefits of such Bell System di AR | 
innovations as the transistor, the coaxial cable and direct (a ] 
distance dialing. 8 

Working together, we've created entirely new communi- See nce 
cation systems. Like our latest switching machine that can i a “ 
route 550,000 calls an hour. 4947 -Groeneeor| ie 

At the same time, we’re constantly improving existing ge Che Vianu BG) gy 
systems. Like tripling the capacity of our major microwave radio HFRS oP ' 
system in the last ten years. x : na a2 | 

Even the standard telephone that you probably think never ° 5 re 
changes has had virtually every major part improved since 1972. org Te iss 

In fact, we’ve made more than 2,500 improvements in your EN ee | Ve 
phone in the last twenty-five years. : Cg al} py 

Not just to make it look different. But to make it work better a UG | ' | LT? Be 
And to keep its cost down. Nags Yet A _ 
Improvements like these don’t just happen. —— ene! eed 
The Bell System invests more than $750 million a year <n aes 

in research and development. Nt: Das Jo oo 
As an outgrowth, we receive an average of more than NO ee 

two patents every working day. And nearly half the things he ze 
Western Electric will make this year didn’t even J NerdlitZ ie | 
exist four years ago. ; peli’ 

In the next 10 years, we plan to a Wa Tes 
expand the capacity of the telephone | gyazrg = (Sy a mh ot, 7 
network as muchas wehaveinthe “ath, {os = 
past 100 years. He 2 \ pee a 

To keep this network operatingand Ga@-* we | mi L | ee \ 
growing takes the innovative teamwork —“3ma\\’ aN il & 4 inl A E> \ 
of Bell Labs and Western Electric. ™ \ ~~ g o i si \ \ 

The kind of innovative teamwork 33S. ot. Wy peed 
that makes us say: ; 2 ~ ~ KD e Yee? | ie | Sur 2) 

One Bell System. It works. Big hy Be | r+ Sa — fens 

Co ) a Tt 
— NEUE bas 8 EF ae
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Weighing Koshkonong 
Technology Against 

by Lauren Schlicht eee 

“Until such basic questions can be adequately answered, no in- 
telligent decision can be made about the proposed Koshkonong 
plant.” 

renner eee 
The Lake Koshkonong Nuclear Four Wisconsin power com- distances. 

Power Plant debate started in July panies, Wisconsin Electric, Water for cooling will come 
of 1974. Since then ithas been one Wisconsin Power and Light, directly from Lake Koshkonong. 
of the biggest ecological controver- Wisconsin Public Service and This has many area residents 
sies in Wisconsin, pitting scientists Madison Gas and Electric are worried about the adverse effects 
against environmentalists. working together to finance the 1.2 of the plant on the lake. They fear 
Questions about the safety and billion dollar plant. Wisconsin recreation on the lake and it’s 
need for nuclear power plants are Electric, holding the largest share, shore will be affected. The 
being brought up again this time in will operate the Koshkonong plant. Koshkonong plant will have three 
Koshkonong township. Two 900 megawatt reactors are separate water systems, as do most 

The proposed plant is to be built planned for the site. The plant is nuclear power plants. Lake water 
on 1,410 acres of land in southwest expected to run near maximum will be used in only one totally 
Jefferson county, 30 miles capacity for at least 30 years. enclosed system, leaving little 
southeast of Madison. Building will | The Koshkonong site was chosen possibility of radioactive materials 
occupy 20 acres and an additional out of 84 possible sites. It has both leaking into the lake. Lowering the 
73 acres will be in a fenced exclu- solid rock for foundations and an__ water level by removing water for 
sion zone. Most of the remaining adequate supply of water from the cooling is of greatest concern. Of 
land, needed for security reasons, Rock River. Being closer to the ea 
will be leased to area farmers. A areas in southeastern and south ine Schlicht is gq Tegel, ti 
large portion of the wooded regions central Wisconsin needing the most ia omen aie She a fevenitig 
will be left untouched by construc- electricity, the electricity doesn’t le. b PE ah Her grandfather ae \ 

uncle, both graduates from this tion. have to be transported over long university. 
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the water removed, two-thirds will is now in operation. Residents in the area aren’t leav- 
evaporate in the cooling towers Wisconsin Public Service Com- ing all the decisions up to state and 
while only one third will be return- mission is looking into the need of federal commissions. Those against 
ed. Estimates as to lowering the such a plant as well as the en- the plant are trying to use the 
water level run from 1to3.6inches vironmental impact. The Depart- government to stop construction. 
annually. The power company ment of Natural Resources is ex- State Senator Dale McKenna of 
believes using the Indianford Dam _ pected to complete its State En- Jefferson and Representative 
to control the Rock River’s flow vironmental Impact Statement by Harout Sanasarian of Milwaukee 
into the lake can keep the water March, 1976. With this additional have introduced a bill calling for a 
level fluctuation at a minimum. data the PSC is expected to hand five-year moratorium on construc- 

Dredging and winter melting of down its decision by June, 1976. tion of nuclear power plants in 
the lake are also of concern. The Nuclear plant design and safety Wisconsin. If this bill is passed, the 
plans call for dredging only in the will be examined by the U.S. Koshkonong Plant construction 
intake and return areas. Partly Nuclear Regulatory Commission. would have to be postponed at 
cooled water will be returned to Although Wisconsin Electric has a least five years, while further 
the Rock River just above the dam, good standing reputation with its studies are carried out. 
thereby not melting the ice coverof other two Wisconsin nuclear The controversy over the Lake 
the lake. In this way skating and plants, Point Beach and Kewaunee, Koshkonong nuclear power plant 
snowmobiling on the lake would every proposed plant must be ex- all comes down to the controversy 
not be affected. amined. Public hearings on safety over nuclear plants in general. Are 

The plans are set, land is being are being held in Fort Atkinson. these plants needed? How safe are 
bought, so why the delay? A cer- The permit is expected to be _ they? Can nuclear wastes be safely 
tificate of authority from the granted shortly. transported and stored? How 
Wisconsin Public Service Commis- Provided there are no more damaging are the thermo effect on 
sion and a permit from the U.S. delays in the PSC or NRC in- the environment? Until such basic 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission vestigations, construction will start questions can be adequately 
are needed before constructioncan this summer. Before the summer of answered, no intelligent decision 
begin. Both were applied for in 1983, the first reactor will be work- can be made about the proposed 
1974. Processing of the applications ing, the second soon to follow. Koshkonong plant. 
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White Male for Hire: e 

Is He Under Fire? 

by Mallory Boush 
_Are women and minority group thousands of female graduate patterns so legal action generally 
engineers discriminated against engineers and that “if a woman takes the form of class action, 
when they apply for a job, askfora engineer walked into this office rather than individual, suits. 
raise, or come up for promotion? right now we could place her Besides court action, an organiza- 
Has the pendulum swung back in anywhere in the city of Chicago.” tion not complying with proscribed 
the other direction, squeezing Bob Barnes, of the Wisconsin employment policies can be denied 
white males out of the most in- Department of Highway Engineer- federal aid, as recently happened 
teresting and best paying jobs? The ing, says that there isso much com- when the Chicago Police Dept. was 
answers to both questions are ofin- petition to hire women and told it had too few black officers, 
terest to engineering students and minorities that private companies To stay in line with federal 
professionals alike, especially in consistently out-bid the govern- policy, many organizations have 
today’s tightening job market; and ment and hire nearly all of them. established special Affirmative Ac- 
the answer seems to be a qualified This recent surge toward hiring tion Programs. These can be com- 

no. of women and minorities is essen- pletely voluntary, part of voluntary 
Not that there is absolute equali- tially an outgrowth of federal compliance with the EEOG, or in 

ty in hiring. Frederick Leidel, Dean _ legislation that began over 10 years some cases they can be directly im- 
of Freshman in the University of ago, with the passage of the 1964 posed by the Court. Under Affir- 
Wisconsin College of Engineering, Civil Rights Act. Title VII of that mative Action Programs an 
says that engineering is probably act prohibited discrimination on a organization sets definite goals and 
the only profession where women number of bases, including sex and__ timetables for hiring women and 
perehaps are being offered even race. In 1972, anti-discrimination minorities. 
better jobs at higher pay than men. efforts were enhanced by the Does this spell trouble for white 
A quick polling of job placement Equal Opportunity Employment male engineers? Perhaps not. For 
services around the country Act which set upa special agency, one thing the salaries offered to 
pointed up the same preference. the Equal Employment Opportuni- graduate engineers in 1974-1975 
Ed Francfort, of New York’s ty Commission (EEOC). The EEOC were about the same for both sex- 
Engineering Employment Services investigates complaints of job dis- es. Joan Slowitsky, a U.S. Depart- 
Inc., says that “for some reason a_ crimination, seeks voluntary com- ment of Labor analyst says that 
female seems to get a job.” A pliance from the employer, andul- none of the average salaries 
spokesman for Chicago's Chemical timately can take him or her to offered to male and female 
and Engineering Personnel Inc. federal court. The Commission engineers in the same category 
says that he wishes there were looks mainly for discriminatory differed by more than about $20 
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per month. Male salaries were Lt ay So ‘ e : 

slightly higher in some categories egg Se 3% 8, 
. : : le eae = * 

such as aeronautical engineering te he 4s 
F . Beige gS oa 

while women were offered a little wee ca NS a 

more in some fields such as Se, > a ~ 

mechanical and electrical Se ~ 

engineering. (Recent figures on ae 

minority group salaries are not yet SSS 

available). < 

The second reason men should doesn’t have a chance,” Barnes 

not feel threatened is that, though says. ‘“‘Now it’s 95 instead of 99.9 course the economy and the job 

women are increasingly drawn to per cent male. The hue and cry that market itself. A few years ago 

engineering schools, the absolute we white males are putting up is offers were up because of the 

numbers are still small. In 1974-75, really kind of silly.” energy crisis. Today they are down 

for example, only one to two per Finally, everyone seems to agree again. And that, regardless of sex, 

cent of the engineers who were that the important factors in getting creed, color, or place of national 

offered jobs were female. Wiscon- a job in engineering today have origin, is something we can do little 

sin Department of Highway nothing to do with sex or race. Ed about. 

Engineering’s Bob Barnes says the Francfort, who has been placing =o —W#1"—. 

impact of women and minorities is engineers for 14 years, says that Mallory Boush i d 

very slight. “A few years ago when employers are looking specifically  goyt ta the ‘belaal of ness ae 

the State Patrol was under for experience, that “what an js co-author of the forthcomin 

pressure to balance its work force engineer has done is the deciding Public Servi lect . 
heard th h hi 1 € ] : c ublic Service Commission booklet 

we heard that the white male factor.” The other big variable isof “Wisconsin Looks at Energy.” 
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Coded Holes For Starting Point 
On Master Tape Only 
(Cut Off In Finished Tape) 
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Coded Holes For Ending 
Point On Master Tape Only 
(Cut Off In Finished Tape) 

Fig. 6 Sample fabric knit with a cable pattern. Fig. 7 Punched pattern tape used to 
generate the cable pattern used in Fig. 6. 
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sheet. Notice the similarity use of the pattern tapes each color dustry. Through the examples 
between the pattern in the tape is selectively knit with the other shown here however, one can get a 
and the fabric. Since one tape con- being floated on the reverse side. good idea of what is involved in the 
trols only 39 needles (about 4 in- With these pattern tapes it is a manufacture of a knitted product. 
ches width on this machine) fairly quick and simple matter to Knitting today is much more than 
several tapes and drums are need-_ change patterns, an important fac- a domestic craft. It has grown from 
ed to control the entire cir- tor to the manufacturer where ver- handwork to a multibillion dollar 
cumference of needles. The entire satility and speed of productionare industry involving highly 

set of pattern tapes canbe seenon highly desirable. Certain engineered precision machinery. 
the machine in Fig. 2. applications such as socks or un- ——— ss 

pal lees Foe on = con- Seraieae tepure ihe lain rae Peter Scheer is a December graduate 

tapes ont in 3 fomatian ake and associated mechanisms are un. in mechanical engineering. His in- tapes work in conjunction with a naa terest in knitting stems from his past 
master tape which controls the necessary and are not built into the : 

i 1 machine. In this case, the needles took wengeriense Be apa semana! selection oh colored yarn. : be fed are actuated b cams alone years working part time for a knitting 
to the need es ata particu ar time. The ewoat y d to ill ain fed mill in New York City. A past editor 

For example, if we wish to make a ty ie ik er use tees wus ‘iy of the Wisconsin Engineer, he now 
two—color pattern, both colors are @ KNB process here is only @ works in the needle division of The 
fed during each revolution and by very small part of the knitting in- Torrington Company.
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If you are concerned, put your capability and professionalism to work with the 

Corps of Engineers. Today we are facing many challenges to better the quality 

of life. One important area is to balance the development of our water resources 

with the preservation and enhancement of our natural environment. 

A career with the Corps of Engineers offers outstanding professional opportu- 

nity and personal satisfaction to engineers working to help solve critical environ- 

mental problems. 

We need engineers—professionals who have a creative approach, who want 

to work with economists, planners, landscape architects, biologists—to better 

the quality of life. 

You'll find challenging opportunities involving planning, design, and construc- 

tion for water resources development and navigation projects, development of 

non-structural solutions to flood control projects, and hydro electric power 

projects. You'll find these also on a wide spectrum of facility systems, including 

industrial plants, missile and space exploration launch and control facilities, 

medical centers, communications, and family housing. 

The Corps of Engineers is the world’s largest engineering/construction orga- 

nization. We apply all the techniques of modern technology to the improvement 

ey ee of our construction capability—system analysis, computer technology, advanced 

ey materials research and more. 

hod as Meet the challenge of creating a better environment. Write to us today. We'll 

pga [| tell you about the exciting opportunities of a civilian career with the Corps of 

a= teh Engineers. An equal opportunity employer m/f. 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20314 

Be ___



Were looking for 
ngineers who are 

I @ 

revolutionary. ; - 
We 

theart. ~), at neart. 4 
By revolutionary, we mean we're looking for engineers who —{; thrive on change. An AA , There’s a revolution going on, a technical revolution. ‘ [i , Every day, there are new changes. Changes in components” “4 _ oP > | Products. Systems. Materials. Changes in processes. And even \\ Ly a ; in whole technologies. a = ; : ‘ INS General Electric needs engineers who like change. gies, 4, Who can adapt easily to change. And who can use change ( f creatively. ) 7 / N Generally, we’ve found that the engineers who are //™ i KC most responsive to change are those well grounded in (ay A \ on ee the fundamentals. Who have a broad view that helps“, *Y oS] them evaluate and make use of changing technologies. (ed , i Who are flexible. And who haven’t become too special- Va Sp ized yet. Ji da Y Are you that kind of engineer? General Electricis WH a \ that kind of company. (re \\ GE is constantly evaluating, developing, testing || WN a and applying new technologies. That’s one of the ; ' ri reasons we’re into so many different busi- — eT | hess areas. And coming up with so . Ly ys many new products. , A \ 7 b 

If you're the kind of person K j ” who thrives on change, join he A 4 Pe. CN the technical revolution at ; SG e 7 General Electric. . ai t \: Om Send for our free careers , fi oS eas, on Uae Ga booklet. Just write General Fo A 2) > BS 6  ™ A ‘a Electric, Educational Com- ™ how { WA 2 () \ munications, W1D, Fairfield f at \ i aff 2a Ne 

Sin MA\\ Ge _«. aie oe, 3. 
Progress for People 

GENERAL @@ ELECTRIC 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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